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PLURIMUS
WORDS: PAUL DEZENTJE

The Bolognese brand Plurimus is all
about functional outerwear, using technical fabrics and details, presented in
modular sets rather than collections.
Born and bred in Bologna, founder Fabio Cavina produces his collections in
his native Italy in small volumes. Though
he formerly collaborated with others on
brands such as Nemen and 12thMan,
this new venture is more like his private
playground; “I am a one-man brand.”
The concept of sets allows Plurimus
to break away from industry expectations
about collections and seasonal deadlines. Cavina makes what he believes
is right, and will give their customers a
head’s up as soon as it’s done. The first
set, NO_S01, which stands for “number
set” as well as “no season,” consisted of
a full outfit, including a bag. The second
set comprised a range of parkas with an
obvious military touch. The current Plurimus set SO_03 consists of a hooded
jacket in waxed cotton and a reversible
multi-pocket reflective vest. All items
are interactive—you can wear them in
several ways, separate or together. The

waxed cotton has been dyed in unusual colors, is both water- and wind-proof,
and breaks in like denim. Cavina: “A reflective piece shows how functionality
adds charisma to casual clothing.” It was
Massimo Osti who created the first completely reflective jacket in 1991, for Stone
Island. “Pure magic,” Cavina remembers.
“I made a good-looking reflective piece
that also adds safety. Wear the vest over
the jacket at night to gain visibility.”
“My small quantities make Plurimus
exclusive: 99 pieces per color, four
colors, and no retail. The small volumes,
truly Italian production, and personal
contact with customers form my sacred
trinity,” The next step is to strengthen his
network of suppliers, enabling him to
develop innovative, new fabrics. “They
know what effort it takes to do what I do,”
Cavina says. “After two sold-out sets and
the third currently available, I have proven to be consistent and a 100-percent
serious entrepreneur who does what he
wants. What’s not to like about that?
! plurimus.it

ATELIER TOSSIJN
WORDS: CLAIRE VAN DEN BERG

Sartorial excess is becoming a thing of
the past. Designer and denim connoisseur Koen Tossijn is one of the leading
proponents of downshifting; he has a
passion for all things simple. In his own
words: “Less is always more.”
In line with this minimalist imperative, he has been on a mission since
2008 to make premium custom-made
jeans. Now, with his label Atelier
Tossijn, Tossijn has broadened his
scope, offering non-seasonal, ton sur
ton shades using merino wool, twill,
and cashmere blends.
Working on a made-to-measure basis, Atelier Tossijn embraces wardrobe
essentials. Tossijn brings jackets, caps,
sweaters, and jeans back to their most
elemental forms. He takes craftsmanship
to the next level; only when his hands fall
short does he resort to his single-thread
sewing machine. In a similar vein, his
denim is fabricated from 14 oz. organic
selvage made of US cotton and dyed
with natural indigo, after which it is woven at a Kuroki mill in Okayama, Japan.
! ateliertossijn.com
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